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It offers the possibility to hide
multiple items at once. It also

comes with a convenient
search feature that permits
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you to find any item in a blink
of an eye. Hide any Windows
item, move them to another
partition or use its advanced
features to protect your files
and folders with ease. Easy
File Hider Key Features: • A
powerful file hiding tool •

Ability to limit access to the
hidden files • Organizes the

added files into separate
directories • Support drag and
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drop • Take a control over the
files via a permissions tab •
Hide your files from prying
eyes • Automatic file name

changing to a restricted name
• Support for a list of

shortcuts to hide the files and
folders • Set a password to

secure the program Easy File
Hider License: Easy File Hider
is completely free and as such

does not impose any
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limitations on the
functionality. Windows File
Hider is a desktop software

app designed to help you hide
your files and folders. The
application is wrapped in a

simple, clean and
straightforward interface.

There should be no
configuration issues to any

kind of users, even those less
familiarized with his type of
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software. Simply add the
items that you wish to hide
into the main window and

then hide them with one click
of the mouse. Files can be
imported using either the

browse button or the drag-
and-drop support. Once listed,

details such as full path,
name, type and status (visible
or hidden) can be analyzed.
Hide your files from prying
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eyes Windows File Hider gives
you the possibility to hide
multiple items at the same
time. The files remain listed
even after they were hidden,
allowing you to access them

at any time. More than that, it
comes with a search feature

that enables you to easily find
any item. Furthermore, you

can set the program to
automatically rename the files
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upon hiding them, and to
prevent access from the

recent file list (the original
names will be restored upon
making them visible again).
Additional features For even

better protection, you can set
a password that will be

required every time when you
try to access the program. It

supports a list of shortcuts for
most of its functions to make
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it easier to use. You can
employ a combination of

hotkeys, such as "Ctrl + N" to
add new files, "Ctrl + D" to

add folders, "Ctrl + H" to hide
the selected items, and "Ctrl
+ V" to show the hidden files.

Last few

Easy File Hider Crack

Easy File Hider is a desktop
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software app designed to help
you hide your files and folders

with as little effort as
possible. It is designed to

eliminate all the hassles of
trying to hide files and folders

in Windows without using a
3rd-party tool like Ultra Hide

or even the Windows XP
Control Panel. It works on the

principle of hiding items
without making any changes
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to the files or folders
themselves, and is as easy to
use as it is powerful. Easy File

Hider Features: · Easy
installation process – No need

to download and install an
additional application. Simply
choose whether you want to

run it automatically at
Windows startup, or to

remove it from the
Add/Remove Programs list,
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and follow the installation
instructions on the screen. ·
Smartly organized and easy-

to-use interface – The
application is wrapped in a

simple, clean and
straightforward interface.

There should be no
configuration issues to any

kind of users, even those less
familiarized with his type of
software. · Simply add the
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items that you wish to hide
into the main window and

then hide them with one click
of the mouse. · Files can be
imported using either the

browse button or the drag-
and-drop support. · Once
listed, details such as full

path, name, type and status
(visible or hidden) can be
analyzed. · Hides multiple

items at the same time. The
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files remain listed even after
they were hidden, allowing
you to access them at any
time. · Search feature that

enables you to easily find any
item. · Automatically renames
the files after they are hidden.

The original names are
restored upon making them
visible again. · In addition,

you can set a password that
will be required every time
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when you try to access the
program. · Supports a list of

shortcuts for most of its
functions to make it easier to

use. You can use a
combination of hotkeys, “Ctrl
+ N” to add new files, “Ctrl +
D” to add folders, “Ctrl + H”
to hide the selected items,
and “Ctrl + V” to show the
hidden files. · In addition to
that, it can also be closed
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from the taskbar. This means
that it does not remain visible

on the taskbar, and is thus
out of your way when you
have a whole lot of files to

hide. Easy File Hider Review:
The application is well-

executed and fully functional.
Hiding files and folders is

b7e8fdf5c8
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Easy File Hider Crack

Easy File Hider is a desktop
software app designed to help
you hide your files and folders
with as little effort as
possible. Easy installation
process Installing the
application is a simple
process that does not require
any other effort from the user
than choosing the preferred
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setting (run at Windows
startup, remove from
add/remove programs list)
and following the instructions
on the screen. Smartly
organized and easy-to-use
interface The application is
wrapped in a simple, clean
and straightforward interface.
There should be no
configuration issues to any
kind of users, even those less
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familiarized with his type of
software. Simply add the
items that you wish to hide
into the main window and
then hide them with one click
of the mouse. Files can be
imported using either the
browse button or the drag-
and-drop support. Once listed,
details such as full path,
name, type and status (visible
or hidden) can be analyzed.
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Hide your files from prying
eyes Easy File Hider gives you
the possibility to hide multiple
items at the same time. The
files remain listed even after
they were hidden, allowing
you to access them at any
time. More than that, it comes
with a search feature that
enables you to easily find any
item. Furthermore, you can
set the program to
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automatically rename the files
upon hiding them, and to
prevent access from the
recent file list (the original
names will be restored upon
making them visible again).
Additional features For even
better protection, you can set
a password that will be
required every time when you
try to access the program. It
supports a list of shortcuts for
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most of its functions to make
it easier to use. You can
employ a combination of
hotkeys, such a “Ctrl + N” to
add new files, “Ctrl + D” to
add folders, “Ctrl + H” to hide
the selected items, and “Ctrl
+ V” to show the hidden files.
Last few words To sum it up,
Easy File Hider proves to be a
useful and reliable software
tool that lets you easily hide
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your files and folders with just
one click of the mouse.
Folders Active : 0, Folders
Hidden : 0, List Pages : 1, List
# of Pages : 0, Total Pages :
0, Display Pages : 0, Display
# of Pages : 0, Sort Set : [ ],
Filer Partition : [ ], Filer # of
Partitions : 0, Filer # of Drives
:

What's New In Easy File Hider?
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Easy File Hider Have you ever
wanted to hide files or folders
but was just too lazy to go
through the process of
permanently deleting them?
It's OK. Easy File Hider is here
to save the day. The program
allows you to hide files and
folders from quick searching
of the computer. With Easy
File Hider, it is easy to hide
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lots of files and folders from
Windows Explorer and access
them from Windows by simply
clicking on the file icon. One
touch... Platforms: Windows
Check for Taintedness is one
of the finest check software
tools available on the market.
It can help you identify,
locate, and clean up all
malware embedded in your
PC's registry, causing system
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and performance slowdowns,
loss of data, system crashes,
or even loss of your
computer. You can use this
tool to successfully eliminate
all sorts of computer viruses,
including Spyware, Spy,
Trojans, Worms, Adware,
Browser Hijackers, and much
more. Features: - Advanced
software scanner detects and
eliminates more than 60
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known Trojans, viruses,
worms and other malicious
threats. - Powerful automatic
scan for detecting malware
embedded in your PC's
Registry. - Powerful search for
infected files or folders at
system level. - Automatic
scan for encrypted data that
may be useful for hackers. -
Protect your PC by erasing
detected registry entries,
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eliminating spyware from
your system. - Safe to use,
with an easy-to-understand
interface. Get Check For
Taintedness™ now! Check for
Taintedness™ Free Download
Forums Downloads Whether
you are getting your first
computer, or you need a gift
for yourself, here is the
ultimate list of inexpensive
gift ideas. We've searched the
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net and compiled the best
deals into this handy ezine, so
just browse through the gift
idea section to see what is on
your list today! Who doesn't
love opening a present? It
doesn't matter if it is a
favorite toy, a special book, a
tool or a new electronic
gadget, every time we open a
gift, we receive a reward! If
you are planning to purchase
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a gift for a friend or family
member, just keep in mind
what they really want. For
example, if you have a wife,
you should remember that
she wants to have a new and
fashionable but cheap dress.
Also, you should think about
what your children want.
Some of them like toys,
others are interested in high-
tech gadgets, and some
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System Requirements For Easy File Hider:

Supported OS: Mac OS X 10.6
or later Mac OS X 10.6 or later
Processor: 2.0GHz CPU
2.0GHz CPU Memory: 512MB
512MB Video: 256MB 256MB
Graphics: 2GB 2.0GHz
CPUMemory: 512MBVideo:
256MBGraphics: 2GB If you
are using Mac OS X 10.6 or
later, you need to install Intel
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HD Graphics X3 first, which
allows you to run more
demanding games smoothly.
You can download Intel HD
Graphics X
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